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A little fly was flying
It isn't new, it's true, In

high, And I was watching and thinking My eyes started blinking, I
or - der to at - tain to po - si - tion You must have ambi - tion, So
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wondered what the fly was trying to do.

hitch your wagon to a star in the sky.

He never lit a bit, He hit and hit the
And if you stick and stick, You're bound to click, Re-

window, the curtain, And that made me certain That you and I Just
member don't give up, Just try hard to live up To men who've won, It

like the fly, Should try some flying too.

can be done, If you will only try.
Chorus

Hittin' The Ceiling, Hittin' The Ceiling.

Breaking thru to the sky.

Oh what a feeling, Oh what a feeling, When you're hittin' on high.

Take a flyer to the sky, Or
else you'll be a flop. Higher, higher, higher, higher,
Right up to the top. Hit-tin' The Ceiling,
Hit-tin' The Ceiling Breaking thru to the sky.
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